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Disney’s movie wizardry gives new dimension 
to an epic adventure. 

BY SHAYNA SEID

Classic coming of age novel A Wrinkle in Time has finally gotten 
the big screen adaptation it deserves. Oscar-nominated director 

Ava DuVernay leads a superstar cast in the retelling of Madeleine 
L’Engle’s sci-fi story. Teenaged heroine Meg Murry (Storm Reid) 
bounds between planets and across time—with her little brother 

and a classmate in tow—to find her father (Chris Pine), a scientist 
who’s disappeared while working on a top secret project. A trio of 
eccentric celestial beings, the Mrs. (Reese Witherspoon, Oprah 

Winfrey and Mindy Kaling), guide the voyagers on the mission to 
reunite their family. 

Blockbuster visual effects bolster the emotional impact of the 
journey. Each creature, planet and inter-dimensional leap ring true, 

thanks to the creative gurus at Industrial Light & Magic.  Their 
handiwork will win over Wrinkle in Time diehards and uninitiated 

moviegoers too. And the magic of watching 
Meg confront her fears and learn the transcendent 

power of love extends to all audiences.

A Wrinkle in Time opens at AMC Promenade 16 on March 9th.
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Chris Pine as  Dr. Alex 
Murry in A Wrinkle in Time

ACROSS THE OTHERWORLDLY 
OBJECTS
Sparkling shoes, a new 
smartwatch and a soothing 
diffuser seem inspired by a 
galaxy far away. 

A Space Age 
package conceals 
a diffuser that 
releases soothing 
aromas from 
essential oils.
Aromagem 
ultrasonic diffuser, 
$79, at Saje

The Apple Watch 
Series 3 in a 

lightweight and 
super strong 

ceramic case will 
emerge from 
intergalactic 

travels unscathed. 
Apple Watch 
Series 3, from 

$1,299, at Apple

A sprinkling of stars 
elevates the style 
of a slip-on sneaker. 
Single star sparkle 
sneaker, $850, by 
Giuseppe Zanotti at 
Neiman Marcus

LIFE
COMING ATTRACTION


